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Abstract

In the tilted rotating frame (TRF), the transverse relaxation time T2q depends strongly on the orientation of TRF with respect

to the usual rotating frame. In the spin space, the relative orientation of the two reference frames modifies the contribution of

various spin interactions to T2q relaxation. Since the orientation of the frames and, to some extent, the role of the spin Hamil-

tonians in TRF are controllable experimentally, the T2q relaxation can be made sensitive to molecular mechanisms related to the

selected spin interaction. In this paper, the realization of a contrast Hamiltonian-dependent in solid-state NMR Imaging is proved.

The solid-state imaging approach is based on the magic angle in the rotating frame. Some results on simple solid polymers are

presented.

� 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Among the NMR Imaging parameters used for solid-

state imaging contrast [1,2], those relative to the relax-
ation in the rotating frame (RF) are particularly efficient

[3,4], especially T2q. Although it shares many aspects

with T1q, it presents some features very interesting both

for imaging and relaxometry [5].

A peculiar aspect of the transverse tilted rotating

frame (TRF) relaxation concerns the form that its zero

frequency term assumes in the T2q frequency-dependent

dispersion. The activity of the zero term is, in fact, de-
pendent on the Wigner matrix elements that ‘‘project’’

the secular spin Hamiltonian in the TRF. These matrix

elements depend, in turn, on the angles that set the

orientation of TRF (TRF: x0y0z0, where BEẑz0 and BE is

the effective Zeeman magnetic field) with respect to RF

(RF: xyz, where B0ẑz and B0 is the main magnetic field).

With the set of Euler angles a ¼ xt, h ¼ tg�1½cB1=
ðx0 � xÞ�, and

b ¼ xE t ¼ cBE t ¼ c
x0 � x

c

� �2
"

þ B2
1

#1=2

t;

where x ffi x0 ¼ cB0 is the frequency of the radio fre-

quency field 2B1 cosxt, the generic spin Hamiltonian in

the TRF can be easily written as

HTRF ¼
X
mm0

ð�1Þme�im0adðlÞ
m0mðhÞe�imbAlm Fl�mðtÞ; ð1Þ

where Alm and Flm are irreducible l-rank spherical ten-

sors which depend on spin and random coordinates

and

dð2Þ
00 ¼ �1

2
ð3 cos2 h � 1Þ;

dð1Þ
00 ¼ cos2 h

ð2Þ

are the elements of the reduced Wigner matrix for in-

teraction bilinear (dð2Þ
00 ) or linear ðdð1Þ

00 Þ in the spin op-

erators. This means that by modifying the angle h from

about 54� to 90�, it is possible to switch on or off the
secular part of spin interactions, dependent on their

rank. Such a possibility has been largely used in the

magic angle in the rotating frame (MARF) Imaging [6]

as line-narrowing mechanism for large bandwidth

sample. The line-narrowing function is set when the

matrix elements of Eq. (2) are adjusted to annul the

stronger interaction of the sample. Usually that means

dð2Þ
00 ¼ 0, because the dominant interaction in solids is
on average dipolar. Because T2q depends on the Fourier

transform of hFlmð0ÞF �
lmðtÞi, the correlation function of
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the tensor appearing in Eq. (1) keeps up the same
properties of orientation-dependence on the trans-

formed Hamiltonian. It has been shown that by T2q the

ultraslow namics [7] which generally characterizes the

molecular mobility of solid-like spin system is detect-

able.

In this paper, a contrast approach is presented, which

supplies the MARF Imaging by a filter based on

T2qðh;xEÞ, namely a filter based on transverse relaxation
in the TRF for different values of hðxEÞ. The cancella-

tion of the secular dipolar term (dð2Þ00 ¼ 0 for h ¼
hMB ffi 54�, the bilinear magic angle value) on solid, as

the solid polymers used in this work, allows one to de-

tect the contribution to relaxation from linear terms, as

chemical shift anisotropy or spin–rotation and that

coming from the nonsecular dipolar terms. While spin–

rotation relaxation is particularly active in small,
symmetric molecules, in highly entangled polymers the

relaxation from chemical shift anisotropy can also be

appreciable at low magnetic field when the competitive

spin couplings are made weaker. In these systems, the

relaxation from chemical shift anisotropy generally de-

rives by the reorientational activity of molecular bran-

ches, while that from dipolar interaction is more related

to dynamics which involve large segments of the poly-
mer chain [8]. Therefore, the contrast based on this

method could allow the individuation of the dominant

molecular interactions and dynamics across the sam-

ple and correlating them with its macroscopic charac-

teristics. This, in principle, could be also made via the

ordinary NMR parameters, but the dominant contri-

bution generally coming from the dipolar interaction

flats the T2 distribution because of the dominant role of
the dipolar zero frequency term. On the other hand, T1 is
not enough sensitive to the slow dynamics while T1q,
although sensitive to slow dynamics, is weakly depen-

dent on h [9,10].

The proposed contrast approach for solid-state im-

aging could be useful in the characterization of solid

polymers or rubbers when it is important to identify

changing across the sample after stress testing, or to
differentiate areas with amorphous or crystalline struc-

ture or areas affected by ageing consequence. All these

aspects are, in fact, related to details of the local

structure and dynamics to which the hðxEÞ-dependent
contrast seems particularly sensitive. The spatial char-

acterization of a solid throughout the fine and strong

spin interactions distribution can give a view of it that

cannot be obtained with other contrast parameters, in-
dependently of the NMR Imaging approach. A discus-

sion on the microscopic mechanisms involved in the

different Hamiltonians is outside the scope of this work.

In this paper, we present a preliminary application of

this new contrast approach that shows its experimental

practicability and its potentiality on thermally stressed

polymers.

2. Experimental results and comments

By modifying the ratio between the radio frequency

field intensity and the resonance off-set, the angle h and

therefore the role of the different spin Hamiltonians can

be experimentally modified. In particular, for h ¼ hMB;
dependent on dynamical condition, the transverse re-

laxation in the TRF is dominated by chemical shift

anisotropy or by the bilinear nonsecular terms. Al-
though higher-order approximation of the T2q equation

[7], based on the Bloch–Redfield method, shows that at

h ¼ hMB the nonsecular terms of the dipolar Hamilto-

nian play an important role in giving dependence of T2q
on slow molecular motion (characteristic correlation

time s  10�4 s) [11,12], in many solids polymers the

contribution from chemical shift anisotropy may be

detectable in the condition xEs � 1.
In Fig. 1, a couple of rotary echo pulses, which

produce the h-dependent filter, are reported. The filter is
composed of two ~BBEðhÞ pulses of the same length sE,
phase shifted each other by p, and applied after or be-

fore the space encoding pulse and, anyway, before the

p=2 read pulse. The ~BBEðhÞ field is produced by a sole-

noidal coil while the resonance field off-set shift, which it

is necessary to get the ~BBEðhÞ inversion, is generated by
Helmholtz coils with dc pulse current.

Fig. 1. Pulse sequences used to map solid sample by T2qðh;xEÞ. The
space encoded TRF–FID both in (a) and (b) is reconstructed in the RF

by stepping the space-dependent effective field BeðhMB; rÞ. The Fourier
transform of the TRF–FID gives the space-dependent xeðrÞ ¼ cBe

ðhMB; rÞ spectrum. In principle, there is no difference between the (a)

and (b) sequences until only the maximum echo amplitude is of in-

terest. The condition T2 � tW � T1 must be fulfilled to make the signal

amplitude, immediately after the p=2 pulse, independent of T2. The
sequence used in the present work is that reported in (b).
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The rotary echo pulses introduce the operators
exp½�ixEðhÞsEIz0 �, which describe the xEðhÞ clockwise

and anticlockwise rotations of magnetization around the

effective field ~BBEðhÞ forming an angle h with the z-axes.

So, the amplitude of the NMR signal from local mag-

netization is modulated by the term

mþðr; sEÞ ¼ m0ðrÞ exp
�
� 2sE
T2qðBEðhÞÞ

�
; ð3Þ

where, for the sake of simplicity, a simple exponential

form has been assumed for the transverse decay of the

TRF signal and where m0ðrÞ is proportional to the

equilibrium magnetization located in ~rr [4]. The TRF

signal is sampled by measuring the amplitude of the RF

signal immediately after the p=2 pulse, for each step of
BeðhMB; rÞ, as shown in Fig. 1. The amplitude of the

TRF signal is conditioned by T2q which, in turn, depends

on the rank of the Hamiltonian selected via h and by its

specific relaxation mechanisms. The effective frequency

xE associated with the h-filter can be used as a further

parameter by changing j~BBEðhÞj and maintaining unvar-

ied its direction in the spin space. The use of xE allows

exploiting T2qðh;xEÞ in its more sensitive range.
The MARF space encoding of the solid sample is

realised at h ¼ hMB by means of an effective field

BeðhMB; rÞ generated by a surface coil (see Fig. 1). In this

condition, the interaction of the spin system with the RF

gradient produced by the coil (the RF gradient is com-

posed of a dc gradient to form the effective one) assumes

the role of dominant interaction [13]. The surface coil

has very simple geometry and assures a high radio fre-
quency gradient intensity with good linearity. The best

MARF imaging experimental setting allows reaching an

effective field intensity of about 2.3mT with an effective

gradient of about 36mT/m. All the experiments have

been performed on samples composed of two pieces of

solid polymers arranged as sketched in Fig. 2. The whole

volume of the samples is kept as small as possible,

compatibly with the SNR criteria, to exploit the best
linearity of the effective gradient. The solenoidal and the

surface coils have the magnetic axis perpendicular to

each other.

In Fig. 3, the profiles obtained on a sample composed

of a piece of polyoxmethylene diacetate (PD) and of

polyethylene (PE), at different effective field amplitudes,

are shown. The RTF echo pulse lengths have been fixed

to sE ¼ 20ls. Because of the condition h ¼ hMB; the
RTF relaxation is driven by first-rank Hamiltonian and

by contribution from the nonsecular dipolar terms. In

PD, the relaxation rate T�1
2q ðhMB;xEÞ increases suddenly

just below about 30 kHz while in PE this happens at

about 40 kHz, but with more smooth variation. This

effect is well visible on the PD peak, which is dramati-

cally attenuated at xE ¼ 28 kHz. The contrast effect is

particularly strong if referred to the initial amplitude of
the two peaks. The measurements have been made at

room temperature and at a proton Larmor frequency of

30MHz.

In Fig. 4, the profiles of a sample composed of a piece

of PE and of another piece of PE thermally stressed are

reported. The stressed PE piece has been heated in a

thermal bath at 100 �C for 1 h and then cooled, as fast as

possible, to 15 �C. Also in this case, the profiles have

been differentiated by xE with sE ¼ 25ls and h ¼ hMB

constant. How it can be seen, the thermal stressed

sample has a quite flat dispersion, while the unstressed

one follows the same behavior as reported in Fig. 3. The

same measurements made on h ¼ hML ¼ 90�, namely at

Fig. 2. Sketch of the sample geometry used in the measurements. The

dimensions are in millimeter and Ge indicates the direction of the ef-

fective field gradient for spatial encoding. The central piece (shaded) is

a separator made of teflon.

Fig. 3. The spatial profiles of a sample made of polyoxmethylene di-

acetate (right peak) and of polyethylene (left peak) composed as in Fig.

2 are reported. The profiles are differentiated by xE for fixed sE and

h ¼ hMB. These profiles, as well as all others in the paper, correspond

to the rotary echo maximum. The space-encoded frequency

xeðrÞ ¼ cBeðhMB; rÞ has been obtained with the effective gradient and

field given in the text.
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magic angle for linear interactions, do not show appre-

ciable difference between stressed and unstressed sam-

ples. Also, measurements made by the traditional T1q are
unable to detect difference between stressed and un-

stressed PE. These results indicate that the thermal stress
effect on PE probably involves some structural changes

of the solid which are appreciable only in the absence of

the strong secular dipolar term. Such alterations prob-

ably modify the degree of freedom related to the weaker

interactions producing a different behavior of the

transverse relaxation.

In Fig. 5, the profiles of two pieces of PD vs h for

different xE are reported. The use of the same material
to relate profiles obtained with different h�s makes sure

that the changes in the orientation of the effective field

do not change its spatial distribution. However, only the

T2qðh;xEÞ data of PD are known with enough details

[14] to relate the space-dependent data with the h-
dependent dispersion without space encoding.

In Fig. 5a, the angle between the effective field and the

Zeeman field axes is fixed to h ¼ hMB ffi 54� with sE ¼
37ls. In this condition, the transverse relaxation rate

T�1
2q ðh;xEÞ is rather low, because the contribution comes

only from the linear interaction and from the nonsecular

terms of the dipolar interaction. The dependence on xE

shows a sudden change in the relaxation between 19 and

38 kHz, as indicated already in Fig. 3. This change follows

the typical spectral density behavior around xE  1=s.
The profiles show no appreciable space-dependent effects
because the xE dispersion is the same in both peaks. Be-

sides, thexE dispersion matches fully with the T�1
2q ðh;xEÞ

data obtained without space encoding [14].

Fig. 5. (a) The profiles of two pieces of polyoxmethylene diacetate

obtained with h ¼ hMB ffi 54� and sE ¼ 37ls are reported. The de-

pendence on xE shows a marked change in the relaxation between 19

and 38 kHz. (b) The angle is fixed to h ¼ 72�. For this value of h, the
transverse relaxation rate is increased with respect to that of (a) and

change between 38 and 58 kHz. (c) h ¼ 90�; for this value of h, the
transverse relaxation rate is well increased with respect to those re-

ported in (a) and (b) because the relaxation contributions come fully

from dipolar interaction being h ¼ hML, the linear magic angle. The

dependence on xE shows a small change in the relaxation between 58

and 76 kHz. The space-encoded frequency xeðrÞ has been obtained

with the effective gradient and field reported in the text.

Fig. 4. The spatial profiles of two pieces of polyethylene are reported.

The left peak refers to the piece of polyethylene which has been heated

for 1 h at 100 �C and then cooled as soon as possible to 15 �C. Also in

this case the profiles are differentiated by xE for fixed sE ¼ 25ls and
h ¼ hMB. As in Fig. 3, the space-encoded frequency xeðrÞ has been

obtained with the effective gradient and field given in the text.
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In Fig. 5b, the angle is fixed at h ¼ 72� and
sE ¼ 37ls. For this value of h, the transverse relaxation
rate is increased with respect to that of Fig. 5a because

contributions from the secular term of dipolar Hamil-

tonian take part in the transverse relaxation. The de-

pendence on xE shows a weaker sudden change in the

relaxation between 38 and 58 kHz. Also for this value of

h there are no appreciable space-dependent effects and

the dispersion matches the data obtained without space
encoding.

The highest transverse relaxation rates are those of

Fig. 5c. These data have been obtained with h ¼ 90� and
sE ¼ 37ls. For this value of h, the transverse relaxation
rate is well increased with respect to those reported in

Figs. 5a and b because it comes fully from dipolar term,

being h ¼ hML. The dependence on xE shows a weaker

change in the relaxation between 58 and 76 kHz. Also
for this value of h there are no effects from space en-

coding.

In Fig. 6, some spatial profiles of Fig. 5 are con-

fronted at the same effective frequency for h ¼ hML¼ 90�
and h ¼ hMB ffi 54�. How it can be seen, the variation of

the transverse relaxation rate is very different and de-

pends on the effective frequency. Being an extension of
the frequency range of T�1

2q ðh;xEÞ different between hML

and hMB, the difference in Fig. 6a is lesser than that re-

ported in Fig. 6b for xE ¼ 58 kHz. This shows that with

this contrast method not only is it possible to make

predominant an interaction in the transverse relaxation

but also it allows one to select the effective frequency to

which the interaction produces its maximum (or mini-

mum) relaxation activity.
In this paper, we presented a new approach to

contrast solid-state images. It is based on the experi-

mental possibility of choosing the rank of interaction

driving the transverse relaxation. The possibility of

setting the orientation of the effective field in the TRF,

in fact, makes practicable selecting the Wigner matrix

element that transforms the spin interaction Hamilto-

nians from RF to TRF. By the MARF Imaging ap-
proach, this contrast can be imaged and therefore the

solid-state NMR map can be made sensitive to mo-

lecular activity related to certain spin interactions.

This aspect, for example, can allow, in favorable

condition, to detect degree of freedom related to

chemical shift anisotropy, which normally can be ob-

served only in dilute spin system, namely with very

weak dipolar coupling. Moreover, the effectiveness of
the relaxation can be selected by choosing the effective

frequency range in which the relaxation rate is larger

(or smaller).

All these possibilities could make the h-filter utilisable
for connecting macroscopic qualities of a sample with its

microscopic structures and dynamics. In particular, it

can reveal particularly useful information for what

concerns the characterization of localized stress pro-
cesses (mechanical, electrical, etc.) involved in plastics or

for the study of space-dependent attributes of glass–

rubber transition or about the solidification of polymer

melts upon cooling [15], and so on.
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